Illinois Pan Hellenic License Plates

- Alpha Kappa Alpha
- Alpha Phi Alpha
- Delta Sigma Theta
- Kappa Alpha Psi
- Omega Psi Phi
- Phi Beta Sigma
- Sigma Gamma Rho
- Zeta Phi Beta
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Fraternities and sororities across the state raise funds to support various activities that benefit children, the underprivileged and older adults, as well as educational and civic events in Illinois.

My office currently offers the following eight license plates that help raise funds for these organizations’ charitable activities:

- Alpha Kappa Alpha
- Alpha Phi Alpha
- Delta Sigma Theta
- Kappa Alpha Psi
- Omega Psi Phi
- Phi Beta Sigma
- Sigma Gamma Rho
- Zeta Phi Beta

The Illinois Pan Hellenic Trust Fund was created for these organizations to aid in funding their charitable activities. Proceeds from the sale of these plates are deposited into the fund and distributed to the various charitable activities supported by these organizations.

I encourage you to support your fraternity or sorority by proudly displaying these plates while doing your part to improve your community through the benevolent activities of your organization.

For more information about Pan Hellenic License Plates, fees and availability, visit www.cyberdriveillinois.com or call 217-782-7758.
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Secretary of State
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Before Getting Started

- Make sure that you have properly titled and registered the vehicle in your name.
- Make sure the address on your registration card is your current address.

Please note: You may not order plates through Pick-A-Plate if your vehicle is registered in a trust or business name.

To Purchase License Plates, You Will Need

- The Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) and current license plate number, which are located on the vehicle registration card.
- The primary (and secondary, if applicable) owner’s last name, driver’s license number and last four digits of his or her Social Security number.
- A payment in the form of a credit/debit card or check. We accept Visa, Mastercard, Discover or American Express.

Please note: A 2.35 percent processing fee (minimum of $1) will be assessed for credit/debit cards and a fee of $1.22 will be assessed for electronic checks.

Important

- We will not refund or adjust your payment if you completed the request incorrectly or changed your choice or spacing once the plate has been ordered.
- We have the right to refuse or recall any combination of letters and/or letters and numbers that may carry offensive connotations to good taste and decency.

For more information about Pick-A-Plate, please visit https://www.ilsos.gov/pickaplate.